Moving beyond modern culture with Possibility Managers Clinton Callahan & Anne-Chloé Destremau on a 2-month tour through New-Zealand.

As part of a bigger vision to create the global next culture that is sustainable and sane, trainers Clinton Callahan and Anne-Chloé Destremau will introduce Possibility Management to New-Zealand in February and March 2019. Possibility Management is a holistic self-development method that has been evolving in Europe for more than 40 years and empowers the individuals to step into radical responsibility for their own lives and communities.

‘This is an invitation to seriously engage a self-designed long-term program to develop social competence more aligned to your archetypal birthright as a woman or a man. This means you taking actions that expand you beyond the limits of your modern culture schooling. In this process, you will be unlearning as much as you learn. Proceeding in your next culture education gives you entirely new options. Having new options means that your future can be different from your past. A side effect of authentically committing to your further unfolding is that you give your children new possibilities for their future as well.’ said the originator of Possibility Management Clinton Callahan

The work consists out of literature, experiments, games, coaching and in its center the trainings: the **Expand the Box** training and the **Possibility Labs**. Expand the Box is the core training for Possibility Management: a safe and astonishing 5-day learning environment for upgrading traditional thinking and behaviors. In Possibility Labs your personality Box expands with adulthood initiatory processes, novel soft skills, radical responsibility and stellated archetypes, connecting you to the inner resources that launch you into a meaningful and adult life.

The events in New-Zealand:

- **Expand the Box training** in Wellington 13-17 Feb.
- **Talk**: create the community your heart knows is possible 21 Feb Motueka
- **Workshop**: create the community your heart knows is possible Takaka 22 Feb
- **Expand the Box training** in Auckland 9-13 March
- **Possibility Lab** in Wellington 20-24 March
- **Trainerskills Lab** 26-28 March

**More information:**

Possibilitymanagement.org
Possibilitymanagement.nz
Clintoncallahan.strikingly.com
Annechloedestremau.strikingly.com
Clinton Callahan Bio:

Waiting around for things to get better by themselves does not often produce useful results. Unconsciously we dedicate an enormous amount of energy making sure that our life is a certain way, and then behaving as if it is all accidental. This is where Clinton Callahan enters the scene.

Clinton Callahan, originator of Possibility Management, and author of several books: *Radiant Joy Brilliant Love*, *Directing the Power of Conscious Feelings*, *Goodnight Feelings*, and numerous articles. He is featured in the coaching movie *Leap - The Coaching Movie*, the *Circle Way* film, as well as the *Cooler S-E-X Congress* and the *Gesellschaftswandel Congress*.